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Achievable Performance Gain of IEEE 802.11
Multi-rate Link Adaptation Algorithm with
Cross-layer Design
Zuoyin Tang, Jianhua He, Yan Zhang, and Zhong Fan

Abstract— Link quality based rate adaptation which aims at
link throughput optimization has been used widely for IEEE
802.11 networks. However, from system perspective network
performance is affected by not only link quality but also random
channel access at the MAC layer. Selection of transmit mode
for optimal link throughput can cause performance loss of
MAC throughput. In this paper we investigate this issue and
propose a generalized cross-layer rate adaptation algorithm
which considers jointly link quality at the physical layer and
random channel access at the MAC layer to optimize network
throughput. The objective is to examine the potential benefits that
can be offered by cross-layer design. An efficient analytic model
is proposed to evaluate rate adaptation algorithms operated
under dynamic channel and multi-user access environments. The
proposed rate adaptation algorithm is compared to the link
throughput optimization based rate adaptation algorithm. It is
found that rata adaptation by optimizing link layer throughput
can result in large performance loss at the MAC layer, which
can not be compensated by the means of optimizing MAC access
mechanism alone. Numerical results show that the cross-layer
design can achieve consistent and considerable performance gains
of up to 20%. Therefore cross-layer rate adaptation design
is promising and deserves to be exploited in practical rate
adaptation design for IEEE 802.11 networks.
Index Terms— Medium Access Control, Link adaptation, Performance modeling, Wireless Networks, IEEE 802.11, Markov
Chain

I. I NTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN) physical
layers (PHYs) support multiple transmission rates [1]. Link
adaptation has been widely used to select transmission rate
in an adaptive manner to respond to the dynamic wireless
channel conditions [7]. Link adaptation algorithms can be
classified into two broad categories: SNR based or packet
retransmission based. In the SNR based algorithms, received
signal strength (RSS) is used as the indication of link quality.
Then transmission mode is selected based on the average or
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instantaneous RSS information from a predetermined SNRrate table to optimize the link throughput [3] [4] [6]. RBAR
is a typical example of SNR based algorithms. In the packet
retransmission based link adaptation algorithm, the transmitting station counts the outcome (either successful or failed) of
each transmission attempt. Based on the packet transmissions
(losses) history, the transmitting rate can be adaptively raised
by a level or fallback [7] [5] [8] [11] [9].
Basically retransmission based link adaptation algorithms
are simple to implement. In the situations where wireless
stations contend for channel access, the transmitting station
can not distinguish if the cause of packet loss is due to packet
corruption or packet collision. The unnecessary selection of
lower transmission mode due to packet collision can significantly degrade 802.11 network performance, as reported in
[8] [9]. For 802.11n networks the performance degradation
can be more prominent [2]. Therefore SNR table based link
adaptation algorithms are preferable for 802.11n networks.
In the traditional SNR table based link adaptation algorithms, the target has been set to purely optimize link
throughput based on channel SNR information. We call such
algorithms link throughput optimization based rate adaptation (LTRA). However, from the network point of view,
optimization of link throughput does not necessarily lead to
optimal MAC layer throughput. Obviously packet collision
due to competition on the channel access and the distributed
coordination function (DCF) at the 802.11 MAC layer will
also have large impacts on the MAC layer throughput.
In this paper we are motivated to investigate a cross-layer
SNR based link adaptation algorithm. The aim of this work
is to optimize the MAC layer throughput, by the design of
so-called MAC throughput optimization based rate adaptation
(MTRA). The contributions of this paper are mainly in three
folds. Firstly the algorithm MTRA is proposed to investigate
the performance gain that can be achieved by exploiting crosslayer design for rate adaption. The research findings can help
provide insights into future rata adaptation design for 802.11
networks. Secondly an Markov chain based analytical model
is developed for SNR based rate adaptation algorithms, in
order to efficiently quantize the performance gains of MTRA
algorithm. Both rata adaptation for dynamic channel qualities
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and random channel access at the MAC layer are jointly
modeled over a channel with finite Markov SNR states and
shared by multiple users. Thirdly the analytic model is used
for thorough performance evaluation of LTRA, MTRA and
fixed rate algorithms. We investigate the impact of channel estimation errors, RTS/CTS access and adaptive control of initial
backoff contention window size. The effectiveness of MTRA
algorithm is examined. Our initial work on this topic has been
reported in [16]. An analytic model has been proposed by
the authors for ARF with multiple user access scenarios [12].
But analytic model for SNR based rate adaptation algorithms
has not been reported under dynamic channel conditions and
multiple user access. To the best of our knowledge, our work
on cross-layer design of SNR based rate adaptation algorithm
is the first of its kind. In this paper we have a thorough
investigation of the analytic model and performance evaluation
of LTRA and MTRA algorithms, which can help find out the
reason behind the performance gain of MTRA and affirm the
effectiveness of cross-layer design for rata adaptation.
The left of the paper is organized as follows. Link adaptation
algorithms LTRA and MTRA are presented in Section II. Analytical model for the rate adaptation algorithms are proposed
in Section III. System configuration and numerical results are
presented and discussed in Section IV and V, respectively.
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. L INK A DAPTATION A LGORITHMS
As the main purpose of this paper is to investigate the
performance gain of exploiting the cross-layer design on link
adaptation, we will consider only general algorithms for both
LTRA and MTRA. We assume that both transmitting stations
and receiving stations have 2 antennas. In the investigated
802.11n PHY, we use the basic 802.11a PHY augmented
by 2 by 2 MIMO antennas and space time block coding
(STBC) to explore space and temporal diversity gains. The
work reported in this paper can be extended to MIMO and
spatial multiplexing (SM) to explore multiplexing gains. In
the 802.11a physical layer, there are 8 transmission modes
with different modulation and coding configurations for single
input single output (SISO) antennas. Each of the 8 basic
transmission modes can combined with STBC to get 8 new
transmission modes. As in the investigated network scenarios,
each transmission mode with STBC always achieves better
performance than that with SISO, we will only investigate
link adaptation algorithms with STBC.
A. LTRA Algorithm
For a given channel SNR and corresponding packet error
rate (PER), which is denoted by (per ), operational transmission
mode r is chosen by the LTRA algorithm to optimize the link
layer throughput (denoted by Sl ). The link throughput Sl with

TABLE I
T RANSMISSION MODE r
RATE

Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rr ,

PARAMETERS OF MODULATION , TRANSMISSION

CODING RATE

Modulation
BPSK
BPSK
QPSK
QPSK
16QAM
16QAM
64QAM
64QAM

Cr

AND EFFECTIVE BIT RATE

Rr (Mbps)
12
12
24
24
48
48
72
72

Cr
1/2
3/4
1/2
3/4
1/2
3/4
3/4
2/3

Br .

Br (Mbps)
6
9
12
18
24
36
54
48

unlimited retransmissions at a specific transmission mode r
can be approximated by:
Sl = Rr (1 − per ).

(1)

where Rr is bit rate (bps) at transmission mode r. For both
LTRA and MTRA algorithms, we assume that the transmitting
stations have the information on relationship of PER to SNR,
which can be obtained by either theoretic analysis, simulation
or field-trial tests. In this paper such relationship of PER to
SNR is obtained by simulations.
To determine which transmission mode to use under the
SNR, the LTRA simply takes the following procedures:
1) For a range of SNR values and candidate transmission
modes, determine the PER and calculate the achievable
link throughput Sl from (1).
2) Build a SNR-rate table which associates transmission
modes with SNR ranges by which the highest link
throughput for LTRA.
3) For each instantaneous link SNR value, find the corresponding SNR value in the SNR-rate table and choose
the associated transmission mode as the operational
transmission mode.
As there can different packet lengths, multiple SNR-rate tables
are normally generated and stored in practice.
It is noted that only packet corruption is taken into account
for LTRA algorithm, while packet collisions will not affect
the operation of LTRA algorithm. However, the MAC layer
performance of the 802.11n networks will be affected by
both packet corruption and packet collisions. The MAC layer
performance of LTRA algorithm is analyzed by the model
presented in Section III.
B. MTRA Algorithm
In the MTRA algorithm, the transmission mode is chosen
for a given link SNR to optimize the MAC layer throughput
Sm . In this algorithm, both packet corruption and packet collisions are taken into account. As packet collision is dependent
on the number of wireless stations competing the channel
access, the MLTA algorithm needs to calculate Sm and find
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1) Obtain performances of per , Sl versus SN R for each
transmission mode by simulation or theoretic analysis.
2) Use the analytic model presented in Section III to
calculate MAC layer throughput Sm with a fixed SN R,
a fixed number of wireless stations for each possible
transmission mode.
3) Find the best transmission mode achieving the highest
MAC layer throughput for the given SN R and the
number of wireless stations.
4) Build a table for the best transmission modes associated
with the SNR ranges and the number of stations for
MTRA algorithm.
5) For each instantaneous SNR value and a given number
of stations, choose the associated transmission mode in
the pre-defined table for packet transmission.
The above design of MTRA algorithm is general and serves
to understand how much performance gain can be obtained
by exploiting the cross-layer design. It may not be used as
a practical link adaptation algorithm without modification as
the number of competing stations and their traffic can be
dynamically changing.
Fig. 1 presents the an example relationship of PER to Sl
for the 802.11a augmented with 2x2 antennas and STBC for
the 8 transmission modes. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding link
throughput calculated by (1) for the transmission modes. The
best transmission mode for a SNR range for LTRA algorithm
can be found from Fig. 2. Table II shows the best transmission
modes and their corresponding lower and upper bound SNR
thresholds.
TABLE II
T RANSMISSION MODE r

SNR (dB)
Tx mode r

<0
1

[0 2.5)
3

[2.5 6)
4

1.E+00

1.E-01

PER

Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4

1.E-02

Mode 5
Mode 6
Mode 7
Mode 8
1.E-03
-6

Fig. 1.

LTRA.

[6 8)
5

[8 14)
6

> 14
7

III. A NALYTICAL M ODEL
In this section we will present a Markov-chain based
analytical model for both LTRA and MTRA algorithms operating with the basic distributed coordination function (DCF)
access scheme. It is trivial to extend the analytical model to
the algorithms with RTS/CTS schemes. We assume a single
hop wireless LAN where N stations are identical to each
other. Each station has saturated traffic to transmit to one
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Link layer throughput of 802.11a with 2x2 STBC.

of its neighbors. System time is slotted with each time slot
of δ second. We assume that the dynamic channel can be
characterized by Nn discrete Markov states SNn , n ∈ [1, n].
The SNR states SNn are labeled such that the associated data
rate Rn are in the non-decreasing order, n ∈ [1, n]. Let ps
shown in (2) denote the transition probabilities among the
SNR states, where ps (i, j) denotes the transition probability
between SNi and SNj , i, j ∈ [1, Nn ].


FOR

-4

SNR

Throughput (Mbps)

the transmission mode which can achieve the highest Sm
for each SNR values and the number of competing wireless
stations. Performance of 802.11 networks operating with fixed
transmission mode and single channel SNR can be obtained
with the Markov model in [13] [14].
Selection of the best transmission mode in MTRA algorithm is relatively more complex than LTRA algorithm. The
procedures for the MTRA algorithm are summarized as below.

ps (1, 1)
 ps (2, 1)
P= 
:
ps (Nn , 1)

ps (1, 2)
ps (2, 2)
:
ps (Nn , 2)

...
...
...
...



ps (1, Nn )
ps (2, n) 

:
ps (Nn , Nn )

(2)

Let Nn denote the number of transmission modes associated
with the Nn SNR states. Note that the optimal transmission
mode for a SNR state has already been selected in terms
of link throughput for the LTRA algorithm, but will need
to be searched for the MTRA algorithm with the assistance
of the proposed analytic model. Let pcorr (i, j) denote the
probabilities that a data packet is corrupted under the jth SNR
state with the ith transmission mode, i, j ∈ [1, Nn ] without
any interference from other competing stations. Denote Tavg
as the average duration of a generalized time slot.
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We assume that each node will transmit with probability of
τ independently to its neighbors at each virtual time slot, and
τr with transmission rate of Rr bps, r ∈ [1, Nn ]. We have
P
τ = r=1 Nn τr . Assume that data packet and ACK packet
have fixed length of Ldt and Lack bits. Transmissions of a data
packet and an ACK packet at transmission rate of Rr will last
for Tdt (r) and Tack (r) time slots: Tdt (r) = Ldt /(Rr Tavg )
and Tack (r) = Lack /(Rr Tavg ).
A. Markov Model
Let p(i) denote the probability of a general time slot being
idle for a state operating with the ith transmission mode. We
get the probability pc (i, j) that a data packet transmitted with
transmission mode i can not be successfully acknowledged due
to either packet collision or packet corruption or both under
the jth SNR states, pc (i, j) = 1 − [1 − pcorr (i, j)][1 − p(i)],
i, j ∈ [1, Nn ].
We can produce a 3-dimension Markov chain for the DCF
backoff process of a wireless station with an example shown
in Fig.3. For illustration purpose, only 2 SNR states are shown
in the figure. For a general Markov state (r, i, j), r represents
the order of the transmission rate Rr ; i represents the backoff
state, meaning that the backoff process is in either the first
transmission (i = 0) or retransmission attempt (0 < i ≤ m);
j represents the value of the backoff counter, j ∈ [0, Wi − 1].
Wi is the contention window, Wi = 2i W0 (i ∈ [0, m]), Wm
is the maximum contention window, and m is the maximum
number of allowed retransmission.
Let P (r1 , i1 , j1 |r0 , i0 , j0 ) denote the transition probability
of Markov state (r0 , i0 , j0 ) to (r1 , i1 , j1 ). According to the
three major types of state transition events, we can obtain the
formula for the transition probabilities as below.
•

Backoff state (i, j, k) transits to itself with probability of
pi due to channel sensed busy, or transit to state (i, j, k −
1) if the channel is sensed idle in the beginning of the next
time slot, for k > 0. The stations with backoff counter
k becoming 0 will transmit the the head packet in the
transmission buffer.
½

•

P {s2 , j, k|s1 , j, k − 1}
P {s2 , j, k|s1 , j, k}

= ps1
= 1 − ps1

•

where s1 , s2 ∈ [1, Nn ], j ∈ [0, m − 1].
Transmission state (s1 , m, 0) transits to (s2 , 0, 0) with
probability of ps (s1 , s2 ) due to the channel SNR state
transition, no matter if the transmission is either successful or failed.
P {s2 , 0, 0|s1 , m, 0} = ps (s1 , s2 ), s1 , s2 ∈ [1, Nn ]

(5)

Denote brij , as the distributions of states (r, i, j) states, r ∈
[1, Nn ], i ∈ [0, m], j ∈ [0, Wi − 1]. Then we can calculate brij
using the state transition probabilities (4) and the following
condition (6),
Nn X
m W
i −1
X
X

brij = 1

(6)

r=1 i=0 j=0

Transmission probability τ and τr can be approximated by
bri0 ,

N
m
Pn P


 τ =
bri0 ,
r=1 i=0
(7)
m
P


bri0
 τr =
i=0

Under the assumption that the channel states sensed by a
station is the same as that sensed by the other stations, we can
calculate p by (8) if the SNR transition is synchronized for all
the stations,
p(r) = 1 − [1 − τ (r)]N −1

(8)

If all the stations undergo fully independent SNR transition,
we can calculate p(r) by (9)
p(r) = 1 − (1 − τ )N −1

(9)

It is clear that p is a function of transmission probability
τ . Given ps and pcorr , with only two unknowns τ and p,
numerical methods can then be used to calculate them from
(7) and (8) or (9).
B. Throughput Calculation

Let S denote single node MAC layer throughput, defined as
number of upper layer data bits successfully delivered at the
MAC layer by a node during a second. It can be calculated
where s1 , s2 ∈ [1, Nn ], j ∈ [0, m], k ∈ [0, Wj ].
Transmission state (s1 , j, 0) transits to (s2 , j + 1, k) as the ratio of payload information successfully transmitted
with probability of ps (s1 , s2 )pc (s1 , s2 )/Wj+1 due to a by a node in a time slot to the length of a time slot. Let
unsuccessful transmission, or transits to (s2 , 1, 0) with pidle be the probability that the channel is sensed idle by the
probability of ps (s1 , s2 )(1 − pc (s1 , s2 )) due to a success- tagged node in a time slot. Let perr (r) denote the probability
ful transmission, where s1 , s2 ∈ [1, Nn ]], j ∈ [0, m − 1], of an event (denoted by Eerr (r)) that an acknowledgement
(ACK) packet for a data packet transmission is not correctly
and k ∈ [0, W0 − 1].
received in a time slot and the lowest data rate used for the
½
packet(s) transmitted in the time slot is Rr . The reason an
P {s2 , 0, k|s1 , j, 0} = ps (s1 , s2 )(1 − pc (s1 , s2 ))/W0
(4)
P {s2 , j + 1, k|s1 , j, 0} = ps (s1 , s2 )pc (s1 , s2 )/Wj+1
ACK packet is not received for a data packet maybe packet
(3)
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corruption or collision of data or ACK packets. Let psuc (r)
denote the probability of an event (denoted by Esuc (r)) that an
ACK packet for a packet transmission is successfully received
in a time slot and the data rate used for the packet transmission
is Rr .
Let Terr (r) (Tsuc (r)) denote the average duration of a time
slot during which an event Eerr (r) (Esuc (r)) happened. Then
Terr (r) and Tsuc (r) can be expressed for the basic access
scheme as below:
½
Tsuc (r) = DIF S + SIF S + (Ld + La )/Rr
(10)
Terr (r) = DIF S + Ld /Rr + EIF S
where SIF S and EIF S are shortest inter-frame space and
extended inter-frame space, defined by IEEE 802.11 standard
for different types of channel access.
We can also calculate the defined probabilities of pidle ,
psuc (r) and perr (r) as follows:

pidle = (1 − τ )(N ) ,



r
P



psuc (r) = N τr (1 − per )(1 −
τr )(N −1) ,



j=1
r
r
N
P
P
P
i
τr )(N −1) +
τ
(1
−
p
r ) + N τr per (1 −
err (r) =



j=1
j=1
i=2


r

P


τr )(N −1) − (1 − τ )(N −1) ]
 N τr (1 − per )[(1 −

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this Section, we present some typical analytical results of both LTRA and MTRA algorithms. For performance
comparison purpose, the results for a fixed rate algorithm
are also included, The fixed rate algorithm simply uses a
fixed transmission mode for all packet transmissions. In the
studied one-hop wireless LAN, the number of stations is
fixed and configured to 5, 15, 25 and 35. All the stations
are identical with saturated traffic and operating with the
same link adaptation algorithm (LTRA, MTRA or fixed rate
algorithm). There are three sets of channel SNR states, with
SNR values of [0 2 4] and [0 2 4 8 14 20] dB, respectively. The
associated transmission modes chosen by LTRA for a given
SNR are listed in Table. II. For simplicity, we set the SNR
state transition matrix ps (i, j) as below:
½
ps (i, i) = pss ,
i ∈ [1, 6]
(13)
ps (i, j) = (1 − pss )/5, i, j ∈ [1, 6], i 6= j.

In (13), pss is a configurable variable and denote the probability of a SNR state transiting to itself. It is fixed and set to
[0.2 0.45 0.7 0.95] in our analysis respectively.
(11)
An example SNR state transition sequence with Nn = 6
and pss = 0.7 is presented in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 to Fig. 6 present the aggregate MAC layer throughput
j=1
obtained by LTRA, MTRA and fixed rate algorithms versus
number of stations with packet length of 3000 bits and 5000
Then the average duration of a time slot Tavg and single bits, respectively. Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c) correspond to SNR
node MAC layer throughput S can be calculated by (12):
values of [0 2 4], [8 14 20] and [0 2 4 8 14 20] dB, respectively.

Both MTRA and LTRA outperform fixed rate algorithm for
N
Pn


T
=
p
δ
+
[p
(r)T
(r)
+
p
(r)T
(r)]

all the investigated scenarios.
avg
idle
err
err
suc
suc

r=1
N
n
(12) It is also observed from the figures that the performance
P

τr (1−pcr )Cr
Ld

of the MTRA algorithm is consistently better than that of


r=1
S=
Tavg
the LTRA algorithm by up to 20%. The performance gains
are more prominent with large packet size and large number
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10.5

In this paper, we proposed and investigated a generalized
cross-layer SNR based rate adaptation algorithm MTRA for
IEEE 802.11 networks. Both link quality at the PHY layer and
channel access competition at the MAC layer are exploited
to select the best transmit mode in terms of optimal MAC
throughput. The cross-layer rate adaptation is different from
the widely used link adaptation algorithm LTRA which aims to
optimize link throughput. We proposed an Markov chain based
analytic model to evaluate the performance gains of MTRA
algorithm over LTRA algorithm. The impact of channel SNR
dynamics, rate adaptation and channel access schemes on
MAC throughput is taken into account. The results show that
cross-layer rate adaptation design in MTRA algorithm can
bring considerable MAC throughput improvement by up to
20%. Through the in-depth investigation on the performance
improvement by MTRA algorithm, it was found that the
improvement comes mainly from link quality adaptation rather
than channel congestion adaptation. Selection of transmit
mode by optimizing link throughput in LTRA algorithm can
result in large performance loss at the MAC layer. And
such performance loss can not be compensated by the means
of optimizing access mechanisms at the MAC layer alone
(such as RTS/CTS and adaptive contention window control).
Therefore cross-layer design in the MTRA algorithm is quite
effective and deserves to be exploited in design of practical
rate adaptation algorithms for emerging advanced IEEE 802.11
networks.
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of competing stations. It demonstrated that the cross-layer
approach used in the MTRA algorithm can bring considerable
performance gain and should be exploited in the design of
practical link adaptation algorithms for 802.11n networks.
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